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ABSTRACT 

American Indian students have historically been 

underrepresented in higher educiation. Graduation and 

persistence rates for American Indians are distressingly low. 

Increasing Indian student retention has become a priority on 

many campuses. At the University of Arizona, a wing within a 

residence hall was reserved for American Indian students as 

part of a recruitment and retention program. The purpose of 

this thesis was to describe and assess the history, 

development and implementation of the American Indian wing. 

All of the traditional predictors for academic success 

show that the residents of the wing were at risk for dropping 

out of college. All of the first year students who lived on 

the wing were enrolled in Spring 1994. Given this important 

indicator the wing was a success. The American Indian wing was 

the beginning of a retention program that encourages Indians 

to remain at college without compromising cultural values. 
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INTRODUCTION 

American Indian students have been historically 

underrepresented in higher education. Graduation and 

persistence rates are lower for American Indians than for 

their white counterparts (Tierney, 1992). Increasing American 

Indian student retention has become a priority on many 

campuses. Much of the research on student retention has been 

focused on non-minority students. There is very little 

information available on American Indian students and 

retention. Studies have shown that living on campus increased 

retention (Alfert, 1966: Lenning et al. , 1980). At the 

University of Arizona, a wing in a residence hall was reserved 

for American Indian students, to increase recruitment and 

retention. The purpose of this thesis was to describe and 

assess the history, development and implementation of an 

American Indian wing within a residence hall at a large public 

university. 

From the earliest European contact, education has been 

used by Europeans as a method of assimilation and civilization 

of American Indians (Noriega, 1992). Early efforts at 

education came in the form of religious and vocational 

training. It was believed that as soon as American Indians 

were instructed in "white ways", they would cast off all 

tribal affiliations and begin to look and act like white 
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people. The motto of the Carlisle Boarding School, founded in 

the 1870's, was: "Kill the Indian, Save the Man". 

Education of American Indians became synonymous with 

assimilation. There was a strong belief that the benefits of 

white culture were so great that American Indians needed only 

to be exposed to European ways and they would rush to change 

their traditions. This was, of course, a false assumption. 

American Indians retained their distinct cultures despite 

intense pressure to assimilate. 

American education historically denigrated Indian culture 

(DeJong, 1993): 

With only minor exceptions the history of 
Indian education has been primarily the 
transmission of white American education, 
little altered, to the Indian child as a 
one way process. The institution of the 
school is one that was imposed and 
controlled by non- Indian society... its 
g o a l s  p r i m a r i l y  a i m e d  a t  r e m o v i n g  t h e  
child from his aboriginal culture and 
assimilating him into the dominant white 
culture (Noreiga, pp 371, 1992) . 

Higher education for American Indians grew out of the 

same paternalistic thinking: 

Efforts to provide higher education to 
American Indians date back to the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
when colleges such as Harvard, Dartmouth, 
and William and Mary educated a small 
number of American Indians. 
. . .when Dartmouth College was established 
in 1769 its goal was "to teach Indian 
boys to read and write...and especially 
to teach them thoroughly the catechism 
and the principals of the Christian 
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religion (DeJong, pp 243,1993). 

In a series of essays on Indian Education in America, 

Vine Deloria Jr. explored the conflicts between traditional 

American Indian thought and Western education: 

Higher education really was thought to be 
higher than the knowledge and experiences 
that Indians brought from their homes and 
communities (Deloria, pp 58, 1991). 

How much of the mentality "Indian students need to 

assimilate to survive in higher education" still exists today? 

Have mainstream American institutions become places where 

American Indian culture is valued? 

The history of "Indian education" has meant efforts at 

assimilation. Prevailing theories of student retention 

suggest that "social integration" is essential for persistence 

to graduation. Does social integration still mean 

assimilation? Retention programs at mainstream higher 

education institutions focus on integration into the social 

networks of the campus. Colleges and institutions in the 

United States have given only token and symbolic attention to 

traditional Indian cultures. It would seem that assimilation 

has simply taken a new form on mainstream campuses. Can low 

retention rates for American Indian students be changed by 

focusing on how Indian students need to change and integrate 

into mainstream campuses? Or, does the retention rate 



indicate a responsibility of the university to change its 

value systems to reflect diverse student populations? 

American Indian students often come from lower 

socioeconomic backgrounds, have lower standardized test 

scores, are less academically prepared for college, frequently 

come from a reservation background and have lower persistence 

rates than non-Indian students (Tierney, 1992). According to 

the 1990 census, American Indians were not as likely as 

individuals from the total U.S. population to have completed 

a bachelor's degree or higher. About 9 percent of American 

Indians completed a bachelor's degree or higher in 1990 

compared with 20 percent of the total population (We the first 

Americans, 1990 edition). 

If traditional predictors for academic 
success are relied upon. Native American 
students who enter academe are less 
prepared than their Anglo counterparts 
and are less likely to graduate from a 
postsecondary institution (Tierney, pp 
10, 1992). 

These national statistics mean: 

if 100 (American Indian) students enter 
the ninth grade, 60 of them will graduate 
from high school and about 20 will enter 
a postsecondary institution. Of those 20 
students about 3 will receive a 4-year 
degree (Tierney,pp 9, 1992). 

According to the 1990 census, Arizona is the state with 

the third largest Indian population (We the first Americans, 

1990 edition) . Indian reservations make up 27% of the land 
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base (Arizona Coiranission of Indian Affairs, 1993). In 

Arizona, in 1990, 18% (n=l,344) of the American Indian 

population aged 18-19 (n=7,466) were enrolled in higher 

education. This compares to 46% for whites, 33% for African 

Americans, 57% for Asians and 20% for Hispanics. In 1992, 

22.5% of Arizona's American Indian high school graduates were 

eligible for enrollment in the Arizona University System 

(University of Arizona, Arizona State University and Northern 

Arizona University) of that eligible pool, 69.4% (N=312) 

enrolled in one of the state's three universities (SRO July 

1993). 

The University of Arizona is no exception when it comes 

to distressingly low retention rates for American Indian 

students. Table 1 shows retention and persistence rates at 

the University of Arizona by ethnicity as taken from the 

Minority Student Progress Report. 
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Table 1 

Persistence and Graduation rates at the University of Arizona 

American iVsian or African Hispanic White Total 
Indian Pacific American 

Islander 

One-Year 
Persistence 

1989 48% 82% 67% 71% 76% 75% 
1990 56% 80% 72% 69% 77% 76% 
1991 51% 79% 66% 73% 77% 76% 

Six-Year 
Persistence 

1984 6% 10% 8% 11% 5% 6% 
1985 5% 8% 7% 8% 6% 6% 
1986 10% 7% 11% 16% 5% 6% 

Six-Year 
Graduation 

1984 24% 43% 35% 30% 47% 46% 
1985 11% 56% 25% 36% 49% 47% 
1986 31% 53% 33% 32% 51% 49% 

Persistence and graduation rates are significantly lower 

for American Indian students than those for white students and 

the total student population. 67% of the American 

Indians/Alaska Natives in the 1988 entering class (N=91) were 

not enrolled after four years, 30% were enrolled and 3% 

graduated. This compares to 41% were not enrolled, 40% were 

enrolled and 19% graduated for the total 1988 entering class 

(SRO 1993). 

The high school Grade Point Average (GPA) and Scholastic 

Aptitude Test (SAT) scores are also significantly lower for 

American Indian students than for white students and the total 
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population. Table 2 provides data from the University of 

Arizona Student Information and Research Services. These data 

were for students living in residence halls for the 1992 and 

the 1993 entering classes. 

Table 2 

GPA and SAT scores by ethnicity 

African 
American 

American 
Indian 

Wing Hispanic White Total 

SAT 
1992 837 880 918 1004 992 
1993 845 902 814 897 1010 989 

HS GPA 
1992 
1993 

3.02 
3 .04 

3 .12 
3 .12 3.12 

3.17 
3 .19 

3.15 
3 .19 

3.18 
3 .20 

This table shows that the High School GPA for the 

American Indian wing was the same as the American Indian 

population for 1992 and 1993. This number was lower than for 

the total population and the white students. The SAT combined 

score for the American Indian wing was lower than the score 

for all Native Americans for 1992 and 1993. 

In an extensive report entitled "Academic Success of 

Students Living in Residence Halls"(April 1993) the Student 

Information and Research Office found that living in a 

residence hall had a positive effect on retention for most 

ethnic groups but not a very noticeable effect on American 
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Indians. 

Native American students have low 
persistence rates in both groups (living 
in residence halls and not living in 
residence halls). Native American 
students entering residence halls have 
higher SAT scores but only slightly-
higher persistence rates than other 
Native American students (SIRO, 1993) . 

One of the recommendations of the report included looking into 

the possibility of creating an American Indian wing: 

The fact that living in residence halls 
does not appear to have as much positive 
impact for Native American students as it 
does for other students may support the 
need for a theme hall or wing for Native 
American students (SIRO, 1993). 

All of these data illustrate that American Indian 

students are at risk for dropping out of college. The 

question is: how do we use this information and what can be 

done to keep American Indian students in college? American 

Indian activists and advocates have called for a retention 

strategy that does not require American Indian students to 

assimilate. One proposed solution is an American Indian wing. 

The American Indian wing at the University of Arizona was 

conceptualized as a place where American Indian students would 

have the social support they need to adjust to the university 

environment. Most theme housing is open to anyone who is 

interested in the particular theme. At Stanford there are 

separate theme houses for African American, Asian and American 

Indian issues. The American Indian wing at the University of 
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Arizona was intended to provide support specifically for 

American Indian students. 

There were several limitations to conducting a 

comprehensive evaluation of the American Indian wing. The most 

significant limitation was time. This study was only able to 

evaluate the retention rate for participants during the first 

semester. The timing of the first interview was also a 

limitation. The students had only been living in the wing for 

one month. Another limitation was reluctance of students to 

participate in the follow up survey. The reliance on 

information obtained through a short interview may also limit 

the evaluation. The study was limited by the small number 

(25) of first year students living on the wing. This study was 

not intended to produce results which can be generalized to 

all American Indian students or all special living 

arrangements but rather to provide a description and 

assessment of one American Indian wing. 

However, a complete description of the process and 

student's initial reactions to the wing will aid further 

researchers interested in these types of living situations. 

In addition, the findings will serve to lend support for or 

contradict findings in the minimal retention literature 

available on American Indians. 

There are several assumptions implicit in this study. 

The first is, increasing American Indian student retention is 
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a desirable effect. The second is, answers given to the 

survey questions are taken at face value. 

It is also important to note that not all attrition from 

college is bad, indeed, studies have indicated that for some 

students the decision to dropout of college is the correct 

one. The severity of American Indian attrition is exacerbated 

by institutional values that fail to recognize American Indian 

cultures. There need to be retention programs for American 

Indian students that support American Indian cultures and 

allow students to maintain cultural ties while attending 

college. 

There is a large body of literature that explores student 

retention. A review of past and current student retention 

literature is necessary to provide a background and research 

questions. The literature review focuses on prevailing 

theories of student retention, minority student retention and 

American Indian student retention. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

The field of student retention is concerned with students 

who, for one reason or another, do not complete their course 

of study. Most of the academic literature can be divided into 

two categories: literature that tried to provide data to 

explain why students dropout and literature that provided 

information trying to explain the effects of retention 

programs. 

The literature which tries to explain why students dropout 

is extensive. Much of the information provided is based on 

non-minority student subjects. Researchers have attempted to 

isolate variables for students and institutions which 

accurately predict a student's chances of persisting to 

graduation and determine how to increase those chances. 

One of the first theoretical models of the undergraduate 

dropout process was formulated by testing a theory of 

interaction based on niomerous variables such as family 

background, academic potential, and grade performance (Spady, 

1970). Spady used Durkheim's concepts of integration and 

anomie to suggest a theory of social integration for 

persistence. Durkheim's theory was developed by studying 

suicide. He found that people who felt the least integrated 

were most likely to commit suicide."Spady argued that it was 

essential for students to become integrated into the fabric of 

a postsecondary institution for persistence to occur" (Tierney, 
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pp 22, 1992). 

Vincent Tinto (1975, 1987) built upon Spady's work 

to develop a model that continues to be the basis for most 

work on persistence and retention. Tinto suggested that the 

feeling of being integrated into the mainstream was important 

for retention. Tinto referred to a cost/benefit analysis that 

argued "a person will tend to withdraw from college when he 

perceives that an alternative form of investment of time, 

energies and resources will yield greater benefits"(Tinto, pp 

97, 1975). 

Tinto postulates that other things being equal, 
persistence is related to the degree to which 
students are integrated into the social and 
academic systems of the university (Brigman, Kuh & 
Stager, pp 3, 1982). 

If this holds true for American Indian students, then, an 

important question is whether an American Indian wing makes 

students feel more or less integrated into the mainstream of 

the University or has the wing experience isolated them from 

the social mainstream of the campus. 

It is possible that by becoming overly involved in wing 

activities students do not feel integrated into the social and 

academic systems of the university. If the students of the 

wing perceived any stigmatization for living on an "Indian" 

wing, then, it is also possible they could have felt isolated. 

It is equally possible that the wing increased the feeling of 

integration by making the students feel part of something. 
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Alexander Astin's Four Critical Years (1977) was 

considered a landmark in retention studies. Astin isolated 

three campus experiences related to persistence: residence 

status, academic achievement and extracurricular activity. The 

first-time, first/year students who were least likely to 

persist came from small towns, had poor academic records and 

had parents with low levels of education. Most American Indian 

students at the University of Arizona come from rural 

backgrounds and have lower academic background than their 

white counterparts (SIRO, 1993). Astin (1984) also created 

a theory of student involvement, which "refers to the amount 

of physical and psychological energy that the student devotes 

to the academic experience"(Astin, pp 297, 1984) This theory 

proposed that retention was positively related to the energy 

that the student devoted to academic pursuits. 

Billson and Terry (1982) built upon the extensive 

framework of theories of integration. 

Structural Integration refers to the 
extent to which a student is tied into 
various facets of campus life beyond 
attending classes. It should be noted 
that persisters, in general, more often 
reported that their best friends are 
currently enrolled in college. This 
supports the notion that social 
integration facilitates persistence (pp 
70) . 

Billison and Terry saw an association between employment 

and attrition. They were also interested in Goffmans 
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theoretical distinction between role embracement and role 

distance. 

A person who embraces a role plays it to 
its fullest potential, takes the full set 
of rights and obligations associated with 
the role and invests himself emotionally 
in the role. Dropping out then becomes 
the logical consequence of distancing in 
a setting that demands role embracement 
(Billison & Terry, pp 70, 1982). 

If these theories of role embracement and role distance 

hold true for American Indian students, then it would appear 

that those students who fully embrace the role of student will 

have higher persistence rates than those who do not. Does 

living in an American Indian wing have any relationship to 

whether or not these students are embracing a particular role? 

Do theories of social integration work for American Indian 

students? While the answers to these questions are beyond the 

scope of this study, the wing is one important aspect of a 

more comprehensive theory of role embracement and role 

distance. 

Financial Aid has also been isolated as a factor in 

retention. Astin (1975) found that scholarships and grants 

related positively to student retention, irrespective of 

ability. Assistance in obtaining financial support was an 

important component in retention. 

Does financial aid have a significant impact on retention 

for American Indians? The American Indian wing population had 
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a high percentage of funding: does this mean they are more 

likely to persist? 

Alfert (1966) in her study on housing selection, need 

satisfaction and dropout argued "it seems reasonable to assiome 

that some housing arrangements satisfy the needs of students 

better than others" (pp 185). She looked at where students 

were living when they dropped out of college. The rates of 

retention were related to the different residences and how 

they made the student feel: 

It seems reasonable that the living 
arrangement may be a contributing factor 
to failure or withdrawal from college. 
Students spend a major amount of their 
time at the place where they live and 
their immediate surroundings can be a 
source of satisfaction or discontent that 
could well affect their academic success 
or their overall feeling about being in 
college (Alfert,pp 185, 1966). 

The Student Information and Research Office found that 

rates of retention at University of Arizona residence halls 

varied by hall. Graham Greenlee has a one year average 

persistence rate for 1988-1991 cohorts of 78% which compares 

to 79% for all first year students in residence halls and 71% 

for first year students living off campus. The range for one 

year average persistence for first year students by residence 

halls was 69%-94% (SIRO, 1993). 

The literature on housing and the college experience 

clearly supports the potential for positive effects of 
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residential programs: 

Retention in a living unit can be 
enhanced through involving more students 
in meaningful residential activities and 
arranging the setting to stimulate or 
promote quality student-student and 
student faculty discussion and other 
interactions (Lenning et al., pp 33, 
1980) . 

According to Lenning et al.(1980) there are several 

student and institutional characteristics which seemed to have 

a high correlation with retention. Student characteristics 

included: academic ability, high school grades, finances, 

aspirations and motivations. Institutional characteristics 

included: prestige, adequacy of student support, availability 

of residence halls, quality of faculty, staff and student 

interactions. Academic ability is typically measured by 

standardized tests. To measure the success of the American 

Indian wing this study gathered data on the level of academic 

ability of the American Indian wing population and the support 

and quality of faculty, staff and student interactions, as 

reported by the students. 

In addition, Lenning et al.(1980) outlined several 

theories regarding student-institution fit. Lenning et al. 

found different types of institutions and students with 

different needs. These theories proposed that it is important 

for student needs to be met by the institution. If the 

institution is not able to meet the students needs then the 
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chances of the student transferring or dropping out increase 

dramatically. Some of the variables regarding student-

institution fit included the responsiveness of the institution 

to student needs, how well the institution realized students 

expectations and needs and the moral, social and academic 

integration of students into campus life. 

The second type of retention literature focused on campus 

programs and their effects. There are both single and multiple 

facet action strategies. Single facet retention strategies 

include focused efforts on admissions and recruiting, 

advising, counseling, early warning and prediction, exit 

interviews, extracurricular activities, faculty, staff and 

curricular development, financial aid, housing, learning and 

academic support, orientation and policy change (Lenning et 

al., 1980). Prior to the development of an American Indian 

wing the retention strategies at the University of Arizona 

included focused efforts on recruitment, counseling, 

orientation and the efforts of the Native American Resource 

Center (NARC). 

Multiple facet retention strategies include combinations 

of single facet strategies and some programs targeted at 

particular high risk groups (e.g. other-abled students, older 

students, marginally qualified first/year and minority 

students). According to the What works in student retention 

study (Beal & Noel, 1980) multiple facet strategies are better 
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at improving retention rates. Since the American Indian wing 

is aimed at combining a supportive living environment with 

advising, academic support and access to the resources of 

NARC, it is moving toward a multiple facet retention strategy. 

Retention literature suggests it is possible to predict 

retention based on certain variables. These variables include 

high school academic performance, standardized tests, parents 

education, level of involvement, and financial aid. According 

to these variables, American Indian students are at risk. 

Tinto's (1975) theory of social integration has been the 

cornerstone for retention theories. The feeling of 

integration is believed to be essential for persistence. 

Students who fully embrace the role of student are thought to 

have better retention rates. 

There is considerable research to suggest that students 

who live in residence halls have better retention rates. It 

has also been found that these rates vary by hall suggesting 

that immediate surroundings and atmosphere are factors in 

retention. Theme residences have been used as a retention 

strategy with some success at various institutions across the 

country. 

In addition to research which attempts to isolate 

variables predicting student retention there is considerable 

literature which describes intervention programs aimed at 

increasing student retention. Intervention programs can be 
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single or multiple facet. Multiple facet programs seem to 

have a slightly higher rate of success. 

Minority Student Retention 

Edward "Chip" Anderson (1978) noted that 

the success of retention programs for 
low-income and minority students is a 
function of the premises on which the 
programs are organized and coordinated 
rather than of the specific services they 
provide (pp 37). 

The premise is differentiated from specific services by 

institutional support. The level of support from and sincerity 

of the institution were more important than the actual 

services. "Program goals must be endorsed and supported by 

institution goals, and programmatic activities must be 

consistent with these goals" (Anderson, pp 37, 1978). Does 

the American Indian wing fit with institution goals? There is 

an official framework for the recruitment and retention of 

minority students but how much actual support is there? 

Anderson also argued it is important students identified 

with the program but did not feel stigmatized by it. Again, 

this leads one to question the role of the American Indian 

wing: does it make the students feel like they belong to 

something without making them feel stigmatized? 

In an interesting note on alienation and race Burbach and 

Thompson (1973) found "alienation and its powerlessness, 

normlessness and social isolation components did not 
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differentiate between persisters and nonpersisters by race" 

(pp 274). They concluded that further research needed to be 

conducted. Are alienation and social integration related? 

Perhaps the alienation scales are so broad that they do not 

relate directly to the role within the university? 

Although it is fashionable to implicate 
in various forms, social withdrawal among 
the young, our evidence does not support 
the speculation that students: blacks, 
whites or Puerto Ricans who withdraw from 
college are more alienated than those who 
persist (Burbach & Thompson, pp 274, 
1973) . 

Is this because concepts such as alienation may not have 

the same meaning across cultures? There may not be adequate 

instruments to measure alienation among minority students or 

there may be cultural biases which prevent an accurate read of 

alienation. Alternately the feeling of alienation among 

minority students might be so pervasive that there is no 

difference between those who withdraw from college compared to 

those who persist. 

Lang & Ford (1988) found scoiocultural and socioeconomic 

factors cannot be separated from the problems of minority 

retention. 

It has become clear that when 
socioeconomic factors are controlled, the 
attrition of minority students in general 
are not strikingly different from those 
of whites. The fact points to the 
greater significance of institutional 
factors affecting the dropout rates of 
minority students (pp 8). 
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They argue it is the responsibility of the institution to 

realize the differences between black and white students and 

deal with them constructively. Institutions have failed 

minority students by dismissing them as academically deficient 

and not providing support for them to succeed. It is the 

responsibility of the institution to look at the situation 

that allows minorities to receive substandard educations and 

to be aware of the different learning styles of different 

cultures. 

Niba & Norman (1989) explored the conceptual differences 

in the way minority students learned compared to the 

institutional framework that dominates academia. They found 

two problems with the majority of retention programs aimed at 

minority students. First, they emanate from the Anglo-

European model which has its own notions regarding learning 

and achievement. Anglo-European learning emphasizes 

individual achievement which is in contrast to traditional 

American Indian education (Deloria, 1991). The second problem 

is that these programs have not tried to identify the learning 

styles of non-whites. There is literature that supports the 

idea that American Indians have different learning styles. 

(Deloria, 1991: Dipardo, 1993) The question becomes what kind 

of education is higher education in America all about? Does 

higher education really value diversity of thought and 

culture? Or is the culture of the institution so invested in 
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maintaining itself that it does not create conditions for 

empowering American Indians? 

In a paper called Mexicanismo vs. Retention, Montez 

(1969) found that Mexican American students were faced with 

conflicting values and goals which negated efforts to compete 

in the dominating Anglo culture. "The high potential program 

says to Mexican Americans 'Be white at school, be brown at 

home'" (Montez, pp 13, 1969). Montez agreed that the key 

problem in minority retention was the lack of acceptance of 

different cultural values by the institution. 

A significant focus in the minority student retention 

literature is on differences in learning styles between whites 

and non-whites. There appears to be a failure on the part of 

institutions to recognize and accept these differences. 

Anderson (1978) found that the premise behind the 

programs was more important than the actual services 

delivered by the program. This literature also suggested that 

the problem with most minority student retention programs is 

they emanate from the Anglo-European model. The driving force 

behind the American Indian wing was American Indian students, 

faculty and staff. Will a retention strategy that has its 

origins in the group it is aimed at have a greater success 

rate? 
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American Indian Retention 

The majority of the research on student retention 

doc\iments a feeling of integration into the social and 

academic "mainstream" of the university is essential to 

persistence in college. The problem is that most of this 

research was not done with American Indian students. For 

American Indian students it may be more important to feel a 

connection with other American Indians rather than a 

connection to the broader university. Tierney's book Official 

Encouragement Institutional Discouragement (1992) focuses on 

American Indian retention. He questioned the relevance of 

traditional research on student retention for American Indian 

students. 

Tierney criticized the concept of a "pipeline" that is 

popular in student retention theories. The concept of a 

pipeline means that students enter at one end of the pipe and 

if they do not leak out they will graduate at the other end. 

It there are holes, then they can be patched. Figuring out 

what the holes are and how to patch them has been the focus of 

much retention research. 

Tierney prefers to work under the framework of critical 

theory. The goal of critical theory is to provide answers 

about how to change the power structure as opposed to merely 

describing phenomena. "Many voices exist about Native 
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American participation in academe, and the struggle for the 

researcher is to incorporate these voices into the research 

design" (Tierney, pp 14, 1992). 

He argued the college experience should be about 

empowerment so American Indian students learn to question 

organizations and institutions and to selectively appropriate 

those aspects of the dominant culture which will help them. 

The question that retention research should be trying to 

answer is: 

how to support conditions that help 
Native American students maintain and 
develop their cultural identities and 
simultaneously enable students to acquire 
skills relevant to the latest advances in 
technology (Tierney,pp 50, 1992). 

Using critical theory to evaluate ethnographic data Tierney 

suggested that the college experience should be about rituals 

of empowerment which foster the celebration of American Indian 

life and encourage students to become "critically engaged in 

the life of the institution, their tribes, their families" 

(Tierney, 165, 1992). These rituals of empowerment are more 

complex than a couple classes or a minority student center. 

There needs to be institution wide support. 

Minority students need institutions that 
create the conditions where the students 
not only celebrate their own histories 
but are also helped to exairiine critically 
how their lives are shaped and molded by 
society's forces (Tierney, pp 41, 1992). 

Tierney looked at tribally controlled community colleges in 
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considerable depth. These schools were started as attempts to 

increase self-determination in education. 

American Indians have made numerous 
attempts to adopt mainstream education to 
their needs and values. The construction 
and operation of Indian controlled 
community colleges is perhaps the prime 
example of such adaptions (DeJong, pp 
267, 1993). 

Tribally controlled community colleges played an important 

role in increasing culturally appropriate education for 

American Indians. Tierney argued that there needs to be 

increased communication and efforts to build bridges between 

tribally controlled community colleges and four year 

institutions. 

In an article on the success of American Indians on a 

predominantly Anglo university campus. Steward (1993) found 

that the interpersonal styles of two American Indian students 

influenced how university personnel perceived them. He 

outlined two prevailing tendencies of university staff: 

First, adherence to the belief that 
social integration within a system in not 
only necessary but a definite indicator 
of success and competence. Second, Anglo 
individuals often have the expectation 
that minority students should be grateful 
for educational and employment 
opportunities, even if they are qualified 
(Steward, pp 195, 1993). 

Steward cautioned: 

Faculty and staff will continue to 
express direct support and guidance only 
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to minority students who behave 
"appropriately," whereas the more 
independent,individualistic student, 
whose primary goal is to graduate, not to 
integrate, may be punished or ignored 

(Steward, pp 195, 1993). 

Steward's study raises an important set of institutional 

questions: Is the culture of the institution biased in favor 

of social integrators? Do institutional biases have anything 

to do with the persistence rates of the socially integrated? 

Does the presence of NARC or an American Indian wing work to 

alleviate these biases? 

Stanford University has developed a multifaceted retention 

strategy for American Indian students. This strategy includes 

recruitment, the American Indian Summer Immersion Program, 

over 20 Native student groups and a theme house for upperclass 

students. This strategy has been very successful resulting in 

a retention rate for undergraduates that approaches 90 percent 

(Medicine, 1993). In May 1993, there were 160 American 

Indian Alaska Native students enrolled and 3 0 undergraduates 

were expected to graduate in June (Indian Country Today, pp 

A3, 1993) . 

Boston College has had success with its AHANA- African-

American, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American students-

program. This program includes advising, tutoring and 

monitoring of student achievement as well as close ties to 

student groups. (Dembener, 1994) Their five year graduation 
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rate for minorities for the class that entered in 1988 is 84%. 

Both of these examples show evidence that retention of 

American Indian students necessitates multiple efforts and 

creative solutions. The University of Arizona has been 

working to increase minority student retention. According to 

the Framework for the Recruitment, Retention and Graduation of 

ethnically underrepresented students at the University of 

Arizona the goal is "achieving at least parity for minority 

students with the recruitment, retention and graduation rates 

of minority students by the year 2000" (1993). The official 

model is "the mainstream model" which retains some special 

services such as outreach, recruitment and cultural centers 

and adds direct involvement of all academic units. 

Literature Review Summary 

This literature review provided evidence that American 

Indian students are at high risk for dropping out of college. 

Historical retention research argued that there is a positive 

correlation between academic ability and retention. American 

Indian students often come from academically disadvantaged 

backgrounds. Retention research has isolated variables that 

relate to retention. These variables include: high school 

performance, achievement test scores, rural background, 

parents' education, friends in college, level of integration 

and financial aid. The problem is most of this research was 
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done on non-minority students. 

Minority student research suggests there is a conflict 

between dominant cultural values and those values held by 

minority cultures which makes retention an institutional 

problem. This is further evidenced by Anderson' s study (1978) 

which found the premise behind retention programs to be more 

important than the actual services provided by the program. 

The sometimes conflicting findings in American Indian 

retention suggested that a multifaceted approach aimed at 

empowering American Indian students should be adopted. 

Empowerment was defined as providing an atmosphere where 

students are encouraged to question organizations and to 

selectively accept only those parts of the dominant culture 

that will be of use to them. A truly empowering experience 

would not necessitate integration in the form of social 

assimilation. Some multifaceted approaches that have worked at 

other universities include a combination of advising, 

tutoring, mentoring, summer orientation programs and theme 

houses. 

This thesis explored the retention strategy of 

implementing an American Indian wing within a residence hall. 

To assess the effects of living in an American Indian wing 

this research focused on some of the traditional predictors 

for retention (high school academic performance, parents' 

education, financial aid, level of integration-as measured by 
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involvement in clubs, campus activities). Also, because these 

are American Indian students, this thesis explored how 

traditional the students perceive themselves. The retention 

rates for this wing were compared to those for American Indian 

first year students living on campus. 
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HISTORY 
Survey Site Background 

Established in 1891 as a land grant institution, the 

University of Arizona has a unique responsibility to its 

American Indian students. The early history of American 

Indian relations included the development of the Arizona State 

Museum to investigate and restore Indian sites, preserve and 

display Indian cultural objects, and interpret these data. 

University related explorations of Snaketown (an ancient 

Hohokam site) resulted in the restoration of priceless Hohokam 

artifacts, some of which are displayed today by the Gila River 

Indian Community. This project also lead to important 

publications interpreting the life and history of a pre-

Columbian Indian society. Other academic units at the 

University also share in the tradition of Indian related 

teaching, research and services. 

In 1959, the University created an Indian Student Advisor 

position to provide counseling in college adjustment to a 

growing number of Indian students. This position was 

eventually upgraded to Assistant Dean for Native American 

Student Affairs. In 1968, President Richard Harvill 

established the position of coordinator of Indian Programs to 

coordinate Indian tribes throughout the state with university 

resources and assistance. President Harvill also appointed an 

Advisory Committee on Indian Affairs to help the coordinator 
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and advise the president on Indian programs at the University 

of Arizona (Stauss & Pepion, 1993) . 

In 1971, the University of Arizona received a major 

grant from the Ford Foundation to establish an American Indian 

Studies program. An undergraduate minor was developed and 

Indian-related courses were expanded throughout the 

curriculum. The American Indian Studies program continued to 

grow. A master's degree program was approved in 1982 (Stauss 

& Pepion, 1993). 

In 1983, the University of Arizona started offering an 

English 101 class for first/year American Indian students. It 

was taught like other introductory level English classes 

except the instructor had cultural experience with American 

Indian students (Juan, 1994). 

In 1988, the Arizona State legislature passed House Bill 

2108 which provided funding for minority student recruitment 

and retention for the Arizona University System. (See Appendix 

A) This was really the first time that an emphasis was placed 

on the recruitment and retention of American Indian students. 

With that funding the University of Arizona opened the 

American Indian Graduate Center. The impetus for the Center 

came largely from American Indian graduate students and 

community members. The Center, although aimed at graduate 

students serves as an academic support center and a social 

center for graduate and undergraduate students (Johnson, 
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1994) . 

Funding from HB 2108 was also used for the Native American 

Resource Center, which opened winter 1989. The University 

wanted to put it in the basement of the Nugent building but 

community members successfully negotiated for second floor 

space. There was some frustration that this center was not 

funded until House Bill 2108 mandated funding for minority 

recruitment and retention. 

The University of Arizona has a long involvement with 

American Indian people primarily as a subject for research and 

scholarship. But only very recently has there been any 

visible support or concern for the recruitment and retention 

of American Indian students. 

Establishing an American Indian Wing 

Despite the efforts of an increasingly multi-faceted 

approach to American Indian student retention, the persistence 

rate for American Indians is lower than any other minority 

group at the University of Arizona. (SRIO, 1993) These 

discouraging numbers were a concern to the staff of the Native 

American Resource Center and the faculty of various American 

Indian programs. 

The persistance and graduation rates 
among Native American students at the 
University have remained far lower than 
anyone would consider reasonable. The 
loss of students, who entered with high 
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expectations and left without achieving 
their goals, results in serious 
problems of down graded self esteem, an 
inability to obtain professional careers 
and increased earning capacity, and a 
loss of the opportunity to assist their 
family and people (Merrill, 1993). 

The proposal for an American Indian wing evolved from 

concerns regarding the rate of retention for American Indian 

students. The original vision was for a wing to be restricted 

to American Indian students, which is a different approach 

than most theme housing. At other universities (Cornell, 

Stanford) theme housing is open to all students who are 

interested in a particular theme or culture. Under the theme 

housing approach an American Indian residence would be focused 

on American Indian culture and the residents could be students 

of any race or ethnicity who were interested in American 

Indian culture. 

After an initial meeting between the Director of 

Residence Life, the Assistant Dean for Native American Student 

Affairs and Assistant Vice President for Minority Student 

Affairs the issue of theme housing was discussed with staff 

and students. 

NARC sent a letter to all American Indian students living 

in university residence halls inviting them to participate in 

discussions about the proposed wing. The response from 

American Indian students was mixed. Some American Indian 

upperclass and graduate students said that living in an 
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American Indian wing would have helped them adjust to college. 

It was recognized that not all American Indian students would 

want to live in this wing but students felt that there was 

need particularly for those students coming from a reservation 

to have the option of living in an American Indian wing (Juan, 

1994) . 

The Assistant Dean for Native American Student Affairs 

spoke about the proposed wing at a Hall Directors meeting. 

The Residence Life staff voiced many concerns. They were 

worried that a floor of only first year students would present 

more conduct issues and lack upperclass role models. There 

were also concerns about having an exclusively American Indian 

wing. What would happen if there are openings: who could fill 

these spots? What about non-Indian students who are interested 

in the culture? None of the current Resident Advisors were 

interested in being the Resident Advisor for the proposed 

wing. There were also hesitations about promoting something 

that seemed like segregation while the university was trying 

to promote diversity. The staff suggestion was for a special 

interest hall and spreading out American Indian students so 

that segregation would not be an issue (McCrea, 1993). 

Residence Life proposed making Graham Greenlee a special 

interest hall for American Indians without reserving one 

particular floor or wing: avoiding the issue of segregation. 

Graham Greenlee was chosen for several reasons: it was close 
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to the center of campus, it was close to NARC, it was co-ed, 

and it had lots of lounge space so it would have been possible 

to have an American Indian lounge. 

NARC and other American Indian programs strongly 

protested this proposal on the grounds that segregation was a 

non-issue since American Indian students are forced to 

integrate from the moment they step on campus. American 

Indian students are forced to integrate in classes, the 

Student Union and the Recreation Center, among other places. 

Also, this wing was voluntary. There is a difference between 

imposed segregation and self separation. Segregation is a 

touchy subject. Most people react to the negative aspects of 

black and white segregation. American Indians are a different 

situation. Their status as sovereign nations and unique 

cultures mean that American Indians should not be treated 

simply as a minority. There was also support for a separate 

wing for American Indians from the Assistant Deans for African 

American and Hispanic Affairs. 

Meetings between NARC and residence life staff were 

extensive and covered a variety of concerns. The Director of 

Residence Life was particularly concerned that the issues be 

resolved before the wing was established. NARC maintained 

that the most beneficial solution for American Indian students 

would be an exclusive wing. The Director of Residence Life had 

reservations about the "benefits of self segregation" but in 
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the final analysis it became a case of American Indians 

dictating what is best for American Indians (Van Arsdale, 

1993) . 

The proposal that was finally approved included a wing of 

Graham Greenlee (30 students) to be reserved for American 

Indian students and (45) additional spaces throughout the same 

residence hall were reserved for other interested American 

Indian students: 

The primary purpose of the American 
Indian wing will be to provide a 
supportive and, possibly, more familiar 
environment for first-year Native 
American students -that population which 
appears to be most at risk in the 
University environment. Consequently, 
first-year Native American students who 
indicate an interest will be given a 
priority over all other students for 
access to these rooms. Second priority 
will be given to continuing and 
interested Native American students. 
If spaces do not fill from the two above 
groups, other students who express 
interest in Native American 
culture will be assigned (Native 
American Wing Proposal, 1993). 

A letter was sent to students who had been accepted to 

the University on May 14, 1993 announcing the creation of the 

American Indian wing and explaining the procedure for applying 

to the wing (See Appendix C) . The letter outlined the purpose 

of the wing: to provide a welcoming, comfortable, and 

supportive living environment for American Indian students. 

The response to this letter was pretty good. There was some 
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written response and some telephone calls. The staff at NARC 

found that they needed to follow up the letter with phone 

calls. From talking to interested students the wing seemed to 

be a factor in the decision to come to the University of 

Arizona (Juan, 1994). 

Since there was still space available on the wing, a 

memo was sent on June 17, 1993 to American Indian students in 

summer orientation programs. This memo reminded students 

about the American Indian wing and invited interested students 

to talk to the staff at NARC. 

As of June 22, 1993 there were 17 women who had signed 

up to live on the wing (14 of whom actually moved in) and an 

additional 7 had expressed interest (4 of whom actually moved 

in) in addition there were 9 men signed up (6 of whom actually 

moved in) and 2 who had expressed interest (0 of whom actually 

moved in). (Nalwood, 1993) 

On August 19, 1993 a special training session was 

conducted for the Graham Greenlee Hall residence staff. This 

session included presentation on: the purpose of the wing; 

student profile; theme housing; cultural awareness and common 

ceremonial practices. 

When the wing opened there were 20 women and 10 men 

living there. Of the 20 women there were 19 first year 

students and one sophomore. For the men there were 5 first 

year students, one sophomore and 3 juniors. There were four 
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American Indians who lived in Graham Greenlee hall but not on 

the American Indian wing (3 first year students and one 

senior). The wing was called O'Odham Ki which means the house 

of the people in Tohono O'Odham. 

The University had been increasing its efforts aimed at 

improving the American Indian retention rate. Despite an 

increasingly multi-faceted approach the retention rate 

remained distressingly low. There were many suggestions for 

how to improve American Indian student retention. The American 

Indian wing was one of these suggestions. It met with some 

opposition on the part of administrators and residence life 

people. But these obstacles were eventually overcome. There 

was a high level of student interest in the American Indian 

wing. 
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METHODS 

To determine factors that might affect retention and to see 

if there might be special characteristics about Indian 

students choosing to live on the wing that differ greatly from 

other first year American Indian students a survey was 

designed and administered to students living on the American 

Indian wing (n=15). This survey was designed to supplement 

information that was already available through the Student 

Information System (SIS) and the New Student Survey (NSS), 

which is administered to students attending New Student 

Orientation. 

Past literature has suggested that the degree to which 

students view themselves as traditional may be an important 

factor in retention (Tierney, 1992: DiPardo, 1993) . The Native 

American Research and Training Center (NARTC) was consulted 

regarding appropriate phrasing of questions to isolate the 

degree to which students view themselves as traditional, since 

they have used similar questions in previous studies. Their 

suggestions included level of education of parents, last time 

ate traditional food, if tribal language was spoken and 

whether individuals carried items associated with their 

traditions. The survey also included items regarding how 

traditional the students viewed themselves, use of clubs and 

organizations, friends and family members in college. 
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frequency of phoning and visiting home, work, source of 

funding, parents education, concerns, and perceptions of the 

university. A copy of survey one is in Appendix G. 

The working survey was reviewed with the interim Director 

of the Native American Resource Center (NARC). The questions 

were modified to reflect concerns regarding the questioning of 

American Indian Students. Some questions were eliminated 

entirely and new ones were designed. When the survey was near 

completion a pilot instrument was administered to a Native 

American upperclass student, after which several changes were 

made. In general the questions were judged by the subject 

taking the pilot survey as appropriate and not too personal. 

To ensure a high response rate and to control for the 

nature of response bias, this survey was administered through 

personal interviews. The interviewers were American Indian 

studies graduate students who volunteered their time. The 

interviewers met briefly to discuss survey administration. 

They were instructed to write down everything the respondent 

said even if it did not fit into a "yes" or "no" response on 

the survey. 

The residents of the American Indian wing were sent a 

letter inviting them to take a voluntary intake survey that 

would include pizza as a thank you for participation. A copy 

of the letter is in Appendix F. The survey took place at the 

American Indian Graduate Center. The interim Director of 
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Native American Resource Center gave an introduction which 

emphasized the voluntary nature of participation. While some 

students were being interviewed, NARC staff conducted "ice 

breaker" activities for the other students. The interviews 

took place in small offices. Each interview lasted 

approximately fifteen minutes. 

The response was good, resulting in half of the first year 

(less than twelve credit units of post secondary transfer 

credits) students being surveyed. In the wing there are more 

first year women (19) than men (6) and the survey (10 women 

and 5 men) reflects this ratio. The data were then coded and 

a SAS program was written to provide frequency, mean and 

standard deviation results. 

A second survey was developed to be administered after 

the first semester. This survey was designed to gather data 

regarding the experiences of living on the wing. The process 

for the development of the second survey was similar to the 

first survey. The questions were reviewed by the Interim 

Director of the Native American Resource Center. The survey 

included questions on activities, clubs and organizations; 

frequency of visiting home and length of visit; work; personal 

relationships at the university; friends living on the wing; 

importance of graduating; likes and dislikes of the wing; 

difference of the wing experience; live on wing again; 

programming; and frustrations. A copy of the survey is in 
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Appendix I. 

The students were sent a letter inviting them to 

participate in a second interview to be held at the American 

Indian Graduate Center with pizza as a thank you. A copy of 

the letter is in Appendix H. American Indian studies 

volunteers were used as interviewers. They met briefly and 

were instructed to write down everything the participant said. 

The interviews took place in small offices. Each interview 

lasted approximately twenty minutes. Since the initial 

response was poor, a second interview time was scheduled. The 

second interview was held in the Faculty Fellow's office in 

Graham Greenlee hall. Again students were notified by letter 

and invited to the interview. The Faculty Fellow's office was 

chosen because it was hoped that proximity would increase the 

response rate. The final response rate was 16 (5 men and 11 

women). 
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RESULTS 

Outcomes 

All of the twenty five first-year students in the 

American Indian wing returned to enroll Spring Semester 1994. 

Two of the twenty nine first-year American Indian students who 

lived on campus but not on the wing Fall 1993 were not 

enrolled Spring Semester 1994. 

The average GPA for the wing for Fall 1993 was 1.5 (S.D.= 

1.07) . The average GPA for Fall 1993 for American Indians 

living on campus but not on the wing was 2.0 (S.D.=.47). 

ADD GPA ranges 

In the original wing proposal it was hoped that first year 

residents would have a GPA of at least a 2.0 after Fall 1993 

semester. Six women and two men met this criteria. For all 

American Indians living on campus 18 out of 29 had a GPA of at 

least 2.0 after Fall 1993. 

Demographic and Background Information 

American Indian wing students had a mean high school 

GPA of 3.12 (S.D.= 0.403) with a range 2.25 to 3.69. The 

average for all American Indians in the 1993 freshmen class is 

the same: 3.12. For all students in the 1993 freshmen class 

the average high school GPA was slightly higher: 3.20. The 

average high school rank for the American Indian wing sample 
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was the eighty-fourth percentile (S.D.= 13.84) with a range 

from thirty-eighth to ninety-ninth. Among those in the sample 

population there were twenty two ACT scores and only eight SAT 

scores. The average ACT score was twenty (S.D. = 3.464) with 

a range from fourteen to twenty-eight. The average combined 

SAT score was 785 (S.D. = 232.564) with a range from 560 to 

1210. There was a conversion to make the ACT score into a 

comparable SAT score. Using that conversion the average score 

was 812 (S.D. = 170.675) with the range remaining the same. 

For the 1993 entering class, American Indians have an average 

combined SAT/ACT score of 902. (See Table 2) 

Survey One 

The results of this survey revealed that the American 

Indian wing students all came from a rural background with the 

majority living on a reservation. These students represented 

eight tribal affiliations. Seven identified as Navajo and two 

more identified as Navajo and "other". Nine claimed to speak 

a tribal language. Five said this language was spoken at 

home. Almost all of them participated in some type of 

ceremony and had items associated with their tradition with 

them. All of these indicators reflected a traditional group. 

Each parent's level of education was obtained. In 

addition a category for parents combined level of education 

was developed. According to combined information, seven of 
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the students had at least one parent who had attended some 

college, four answered that neither attended and two had at 

least one parent graduate from college. The majority had 

parents with at least some college experience. 

Table 3 compares the level of parents education for the 

American Indian wing group to that of the population of the 

University as a whole (as taken from the New Student Survey). 

Table 3 

New Student Survey 

(N=3964) 

American Indian 
Wing 

(N=15) 

Neither Attend 14% 31% 

Either Attend 16% 54% 

At least one parent 
graduated 70% 16% 

To determine how involved in campus activities the 

students perceived themselves, a series of questions regarding 

campus activities were administered. The majority of the 

students said they had already attended a cultural event 

(57%), a meeting of a club or organization (64%), met with an 

academic advisor (57%) and had used the library (64%). 

Another factor investigated in level of involvement was how 

often a student returns home. Six students (43%) thought they 

would return home five or more times, an additional four (29%) 

thought they would return home four times and only one (7%) 
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thought they would return home just one time. The projected 

length of these visits was the weekend for seven students: an 

additional four said they would stay two days, while only one 

said overnight and one other said they would only go home for 

Thanksgiving break. 

The responses for telephoning home varied greatly. Two 

said they would never phone home. One said they would phone 

home everyday. Four said twice a week and another four said 

they thought they would call home once a week. 

The majority of the financial support for this group 

came from various form of financial aid. Ten (71%) said at 

least half of their funding was from financial aid. Almost 

none of the financial support was coming from the students or 

parents. Seven (50%) had half or most of their funding from 

the tribe. 

The response to the question regarding their "biggest 

concern" was similar the New Student Survey (N=3964). The 

biggest worry for the American Indian wing population was 

classes and grades (N=8) , this was also the most frequent 

answer for the New Student Survey (17.2%). An additional 

answer was time management (wing=4 and New Student Survey = 

9.5%) Financial Aid was the answer for 13.8% of the New 

Student Survey, but only one of the wing population said 

Financial Aid was a big worry. 

The responses for why they choose to live in an American 
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Indian wing fell into three categories. The first category-

was the letter which was sent from NARC and Residence Life 

inviting them to live in a Native American wing (N=3). The 

second category was to be with other Native American students 

(N=3). The last category is interesting because it was 

respondents who said they did not actually choose to live in 

Graham Greenlee (N=6). This included one student who was 

assigned there, one who said it was the only on campus housing 

open by the time they sent in their form and someone who 

switched during the first week of school. These six did not 

seem to have strongly identified with the wing as a Native 

American theme residence. 

Survey Two 

The results of the second survey were more qualitative in 

nature.(N=16) The following questions and answers were from 

the second survey: 

These questions used a Likert scale from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) 

Since coming to this university I have developed close 
personal relationships with other students. 

56% responded 5, 25% responded 4, 12% responded 3 and 7% 
responded 2 

The student friendships I have developed at this 
university have been personally satisfying. 

56% responded 5 and 44% responded 4 

The majority of my friends live on the wing. 
38% responded 5, 37% responded 4 and 25% responded 3 
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It is important to me to graduate from college. 
93% responded 5, 7% responded 4 

Is there anything in particular about living in Graham 
Greenlee that you like? 

I liked having the people around, being in a dorm with 
Native American students helped me adjust to campus.(3) 
Study rooms. 
The dorm was accessible to class, friends, activities. 
No-wasn't my first choice, but I do enjoy it. 
More open in term of culture and ideas 
People more friendly 
Better rooms than other dorms(2) 
Sense of support 
Everything 
Comfortable, don't get homesick as much 
Not as many bills 
Nothing 

Is there anything in particular about it you dislike? 
No (2) 
Noise (3) 
Bathrooms (2) 
No cable (2) 
We don't have hall meetings 
Not enough interaction with each other 
Orange door 
Laundry (2) 
Building is old 
Everything 

Do you have any ideas for programs for this spring? 
Something on test taking preparation 
A program on compromise-having to let go of something to 
get work done. 
Tutoring for architecture students. 
Reaching out to more Native American students 

Is there any kind of feedback you would like me to pass on to 
the administration, your RA, Residence Life, NARC? 

The wing is going well, I really like it and I hope they 
continue it. It helps the students make the transition from 
smaller schools to larger ones. 

NARC is doing a good job. (2) 

Problems with washing machines. 
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NARC-consider opinion about the pros and cons of segregating 
a certain group. 

The wing is a good place for freshmen to go into and it was 
a good experience. I'd do it again. 

These surveys found the American Indian students were from 

a rural background, mostly from a reservation. The majority 

spoke their tribal language and had items associated with 

their traditions, indicating a traditional group. None of 

these students were working. They had a high percentage of 

funding. These students indicated that they called home 

frequently and intended to go home often. This profile places 

them at high risk for dropping out according to the majority 

of retention research. 

Survey two found that for the most part the students were 

pleased with the social support provided by the wing. There 

was some dissatisfaction with the immediate environment. 

There was a need for additional academic support. These 

students indicated that it was important to them to graduate 

from college, that they had developed close personal 

relationships and the student friendships were personally 

satisfying. The response to the majority of friends live on 

the wing was less strong. Students continued to go home often 

and call home frequently. Most of the residents of the wing 

felt it was a success. 
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DISCUSSION 

All of the traditional predictors for academic success 

show that the American Indian wing students, who were the 

subjects of this research, were at risk for dropping out of 

college. Their high school CPA's and SAT scores were below the 

average for all first year, full time students in the 1993 

entering class. The level of parents education for the 

students in the American Indian wing was below the average for 

all students answering a survey administered at New Student 

Orientation. 

All of these students came from a rural background with 

the majority living on the reservation. They viewed themselves 

as traditional. The staff at NARC, the American Indian 

Advisory committee and some of the staff from other Indian 

programs felt that those students who came from a traditional, 

reservation background were most at risk. The wing was 

designed with those students in mind. The wing was serving its 

intended population, but was it successful? 

The evaluation of any program depends upon the criteria 

used for success. Is the American Indian wing a success? 

The most visible criterion of evaluation for the success of 

the wing is to look at continuing enrollment. All of the 

first year students who lived on the wing were enrolled in 

Spring 1994. Given this single, important, indicator, the wing 
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was a success. However, there are many other retention factors 

important to measuring the success of the American Indian 

wing. 

One of the proposed methods of evaluation was to see if 

the same students would want to live in the wing again next 

year. There are problems with using this as a key criterion 

of evaluation. First, one of the goals of the wing was to 

give American Indian students the tools and survival skills 

they needed and then let them go on their own. Second, 

several of the students responded they would have lived on the 

wing again but they would rather live in their own apartment. 

This does not mean that the wing did not serve them well, many 

students from all backgrounds prefer to live off campus after 

a brief experience in a residence hall. The purpose of the 

wing was to provide an opportunity to live in a supportive 

American Indian community for those students that needed 

support. 

Another proposed criterion of evaluation was to look at 

CPA's. Again, there are problems with this as a significant 

method of evaluation. The GPA's of the wing average 1.5 and 

the GPA's for American Indians living on campus but not on the 

wing average 2.0. For both groups these niimbers are 

distressingly low. It is clear that American Indians are not 

achieving the same range of grades as their non-Indian 

counterparts. Several things need to be done. First, the 
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quality of Indian education needs to be improved from 

kindergarten through high school. Second, the wing needs to 

have an increased focus on academics. Third, both of the 

first two suggestions need to be implemented in a way that 

emphasizes the values of American Indian cultures. Being 

"Indian" and doing well at school should not have to be 

contradictions. A key problem in minority student retention 

has been a lack of cultural acceptance by institutions of 

higher education.(Montez, 1969) This lack of cultural 

acceptance take the form of a failure by institutions to 

recognize different learning styles. As institutions of 

higher education move to celebrate diverse student bodies they 

also need to incorporate differences in learning styles and 

methods of evaluation. 

The concept of social integration in the institution is 

the heart of many theories of student retention (Tinto, 1975). 

Historically, however, social integration has meant 

assimilation for American Indian students. Tierney (1992) 

argued that theories of integration were not valid for 

American Indian students. From the integrationist 

perspective, the research question is: did the wing help the 

students integrate into the institutional mainstream? The 

answer, although complicated, is best assessed by the students 

own responses. 

Students commented that the wing helped them to feel 
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comfortable. Social and cultural integration specific to 

American Indian culture was important. For American Indian 

students having cultural support is more important than social 

integration into the mainstream of the institution. But 

because of mainstream ignorance of American Indian culture, 

"integration" into the social fabric of the institution was 

problematic. Feeling comfortable with your immediate 

surroundings is related to retention (Alfert, 1966). The 

American Indian wing provided a level of comfort and cultural 

support which students may not have had in other residence 

hall settings. 

Students responding to the second survey felt as though 

they were not part of Graham Greenlee hall. They often did 

not know about activities that took place for the whole hall. 

Students felt integrated into the wing but not the residence 

hall. There was a frame of reference within the wing that did 

not extend to Graham Greenlee hall. This is an issue that 

needs further attention. There should be increased 

communication between the Resident Advisor and the residents 

of the wing regarding hall activities. 

There is considerable evidence that a student's 

satisfaction with living arrangements relates positively to 

retention. However, distinction between the immediate 

environment and the social and cultural benefits of living 

with other American Indian students was important to the 
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findings of this study. There were several complaints about 

the immediate living environment of the American Indian wing 

(noise, small rooms, orange doors, no cable). While talking 

with the students it became clear that, for the most part, 

these inconveniences were outweighed by the benefits of living 

with other American Indians. The main benefit was a level of 

comfort living with other American Indians. These students 

had a place where they didn't have to explain being Indian. 

There were also opportunities for these students to learn 

about other American Indian cultures. Because of the focus of 

the wing there was respect for each other and American Indian 

cultures. 

Living on an American Indian wing was a positive 

experience for the majority of students. Several responded to 

the second survey that living in the wing helped them adjust 

to the University of Arizona. The wing has a very social 

atmosphere. However, there needs to be an increased emphasis 

on academic support, since these students continue to be at 

high risk for academic failure. 

Anderson (1978) found that the program needs to make the 

student feel like they belong without provoking a sense of 

stigmatization. Did the wing make any students feel 

stigmatized? This is a difficult factor to isolate but it 

seems that the decision not to have any orientation for the 

rest of Graham Greenlee was the correct one. The majority of 
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students did not know there was an American Indian wing, which 

may have reduced stigmatization. No student responded in 

either survey that they had any problem with feeling 

stigmatized because they lived on the wing, but one student 

did question segregating one group in a residence hall wing. 

Tierney (1992) and Steward (1993) criticized the values 

of "mainstream" institutions for not appreciating American 

Indian cultures. Tierney suggested that American Indian 

retention be focused on empowerment. 

The challenge is to turn the rite of 
passage into one of empowerment based on 
the multiplicity of voices that 
exist, rather than based on a singular 
voice of integration and assimilation 
(Tierney, pp 54, 1992). 

The American Indian wing strives to create conditions for 

empowerment by providing support, skills and a place that 

values American Indian culture. But it is clear that a truly 

successful American Indian retention program has to include 

more than a focused residential experience. There needs to be 

real university support in funding, commitment, curriculiim and 

general atmosphere. There needs to be a move away from an 

education that is aimed purely at assimilation toward 

education that recognizes the value of diverse cultures. 

The ability of an institution to meet a student's social 

and academic needs is also related to retention. The history 

of American Indian education has largely been a failure of 
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mainstream institutions to meet the needs of American Indian 

people. Minority student retention literature suggested that 

the institution's climate, the programs' premise and origins 

were related to the success of retention programs. There is 

some question about the level of institutional support for 

American Indian students at the University of Arizona. There 

has been a long history of research about related to American 

Indians, but only very recently has there been an emphasis on 

recruitment and retention of American Indian students. 

Did the wing fit with the institutional goals of the 

University of Arizona? At first, the Residence Life staff was 

concerned that having a wing specifically for American Indians 

contradicted the University's goal of diversity. The official 

retention model is the "mainstream model" so it would appear 

that the wing was outside of this model. Anderson (1978) found 

the premise of the program to be as important as the services 

it delivered. The premise behind the American Indian wing is 

to provide an environment where American Indian students can 

feel comfortable. Does the initial struggle involving the 

American Indian wing indicate a lack of institutional support? 

Is the strength of commitment on the part of NARC and the 

various American Indian programs on campus enough to combat 

institutional indifference? 

The impression of the Advisory Board for the American 

Indian wing which is comprised of students, staff of NARC, 
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Residence Life staff was that the percent of people on the 

wing who asked for help seemed to be about the same as on 

other winga. From the standpoint of Residence Life, the wing 

was as much like a "normal" residence hall experience as 

possible. Should the staff at the wing be more intrusive? 

There is evidence to suggest that the staff at the wing 

should be more intrusive. These students needed academic 

support. It is important that this academic support come in 

a culturally appropriate manner. Culturally appropriate means 

not requiring assimilation and encouraging conditions of 

empowerment. Teaching the skills necessary to write 

persuasively and teaching students to question what they are 

being taught are positive steps. Culturally sensitive academic 

support could include tutoring and workshops by American 

Indian graduate students and faculty members. 

Student retention literature documents a relationship 

between financial aid and persistence (Astin, 1975). 

Financial aid was not one of the biggest worries for the wing 

population. They were highly funded. This correlates with 

Astin's findings. But using financial aid as a predictor of 

success may not help to determine the most successful 

retention program for American Indians. It is clear that 

adequate funding is an essential part of any American Indian 

retention program but funding is only a small part of 

institutional support. 
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Suggestions for continued improvement of multi-faceted 

retention strategies for American Indians include: improvement 

of culturally sensitive academic support and concentration of 

services in a single physical location; increased funding for 

cultural events and travel back and forth from reservations; 

funding for hiring American Indian graduate students as 

tutors; financial aid officers who are aware of the unique 

problems of American Indian students; stronger emphasis on 

summer bridge programs and increased involvement of American 

Indian wing with other American Indian activities on campus 

and the American Indian community. 

Continued evaluation of the American Indian wing should 

include longitudinal studies of the current wing cohort and 

current residence hall comparison cohort. Also, exit 

interviews should be administered to all students who choose 

to leave the wing. A more extensive research project would 

include designing a study to look at the importance of role 

embracement for American Indian students. Another important 

research project would be to evaluate the effectiveness of 

academic support systems for American Indians. 

The American Indian wing was a positive step toward 

creating conditions that foster empowerment of American Indian 

students. There needs to be a shift in institutional values 

toward recognition of diverse cultures, but until that time, 

the wing provides a place where American Indian culture is 
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valued. 

American Indian activists and advocates argue that there 

needs to be a way to increase American Indian student 

retention without sacrificing cultural values. The American 

Indian wing was the beginning of such a retention program. It 

is important for American Indian students to feel that the 

University is manageable and accessible while at the same time 

recognizing the University recognizes the value of American 

Indian cultures. American Indian students need to be 

successful at the University and be supported in maintaining 

their traditional and cultural values. The wing helps to make 

that a reality. The American Indian wing has served the 

students well, and with continued evaluation and improvement 

it will remain successful. 
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APPENDIX A 
House Bill 2108 

Title 15. Education 
Chapter 13. Universities and related institutions 

Article 2. Arizona Board of Regents 
A.R.S. sec 15-1639 (1993) 

sec 15-1639 University recruitment and retention program for 
economically disadvantaged, minority and underrepresented 
student populations 

A. The three universities under the jurisdiction of the board 
of regents shall each establish a comprehensive plan to 
initiate new programs and expand existing student recruitment 
and retention programs directed at economically disadvantaged, 
minority and underrepresented student populations. The plan 
shall incorporate at least the following: 

1. Programs which are directed at Arizona resident 
students and which include outreach programs established to 
work with potential students at the high school level. 

2 . A program overview which illustrates the coordination 
between existing and new recruitment programs. 

3. Methods for the evaluation of program impact and the 
establishment of target goals for success. The results of 
these evaluation shall be reported to the board of regents 
utilizing a standard format distributed by the board. 

B. Monies appropriated for this program shall not be used to 
support remedial course work. 

C. Students admitted to the universities must meet the 
admission criteria established by the board of regents. 
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APPENDIX B 
WING PROPOSAL 

THE UNIVIKSII Y OI 

ARIZONA 
TUCSON ARIZONA 

•* I SliiD.tkor liuilJinc 
' u. son. Afi7«'nj 
"iU2) »>?1 
T AV 

March 1. 1993 

MEMO TO: Don Aripoli 
A-ssociaic Vice President, Student Affairs 

FROM: 

RE; 

Mary Jo Fox 
Assistant Vicc President, Minority Student Affair.s 

Vivian Juan 
Assistant Dean'^Y^tive American Students 

Julie McCrca 
Area Coordinator, Residence Life 

• V' ^ 

James Van Aisdel 
Director, Residence Lif< 

Proposal to Establish Native American Wings 
In Graham-Greenlee Hall 

We uTiteat this time to share information regarding a projcct which Residence Life and the Native American 
Resource Center have been jointly working on, and to seek your concurrence to the plan before we pursue 
implementation. 

ISSUE; 
On an experimental basis, we wish to establish two "Native American Wings* in Grjhjni-Crcenlce 

Residence Hall (one wing for women, one wing for men) for the 1993-94 acadcmic year. 

BACKGROUND: 
The University of Arizona's profile of Native American students-undergraduate, graduate, and 

persistence rate for 1989-90~indicaies that the graduation rate after five years for Tirst-time freshmen is 13%, 
and that the rate of persistence (graduated or still enrolled) is 26%. Although the statistics have improved 
slightly since 1989, we are not yet where we wish to be. Indeed, in comparison to other ethnic groups, these 
rales are still distressingly low. We are unaware of any other group of students having as low or lower 
graduation and persistence rates as Native American students. Our concern about these rates has led to 
considerable discussion among staff and Native American students. 

While numerous faaon contribute to the low persistence and graduation rates, feedback from Native 
American students suggests that a significant faaor, at least for fiist-time students, is a lack of a comfortable 
living environment With only about 8S Native American students living in University residence halls. Native 
American students repon that they feel isolated from other Native American students and have trouble with 
the transition from high school to college. Native American students also report a sense of stigmatization in 
such a huge sea of primarily white faces. At least one Native American student has reported difficulties 
regarding her ability and comfort level to practice religious rites and rituals in her residence hall this year. 

Discussions with current UofA Native American students suggest that a number of students are 
interested in living on a Native American wing and cite that this would have been est>eciallv valuable for them 
as freshman students. Discussion also occurred with prospective UoCA students during a December, 1992 
Native American recruitment trip to northern Arizona. Significant interest in this concept was aniculated. 
This suggests that the existence of these wings could be a valuable tool in recruiting Native American students. 
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Don Aripoli/Maiy Jo Fox 

Page 2 

PROPOSED NATIVE AMERICAN WINGS: 
The primaiy purpose of the Native American wings will be to provide a supportive and. possibly, more 

familiar environment for first-year Native American students—that population which appears to be most at risk 
in the University environment Consequently, first-year Native American students who indicate an interest 
will be given priority over all other students for access to these rooms. Second priority will be given to 
continuing and interested Native American students. If spaces do not fill from the two above groups, other 
students who express interest in Native American culture will be assigned. 

A second purpose for these wings is to provide an opportunity for residents to focus on and explore 
Native American issues (religious, inter-tribal, etc.). Interest has been expressed by Native American faculty 
and staff for conduaing some courses in Native American studies in the hall and for conducting programs 
which, in some way, would touch the lives of these students. Creation of mentoring relationships between 
faculty and students is an anticipated and hoped for outcome. Further possibilities exist to provide some 
services currently being provided in the Native American Student Resource Center in the residence hall, such 
as peer tutoring. Future services might include creating a new suff position and locating the person in the 
residence hall. 

The designation of these wings will be carried out on an experimental basis with evaluation to occur 
at the end of one year. Continued existence of the wings will depend upon ibe degree lo which the program 
is successful. 

DISCUSSION: 
A number of schools throughout the country currently have successful housing based on Native 

American, African American, or a multicultural theme. On most campuses, access lo the (heme housing is 
not predicated on being of a particular ancestry, but only (hat one have an interest in that area. This proposal, 
of course, diOers in that we are pursuing 'exclusive* membership. This idea clearly violates our otherwise 
general praaice which supports aeating diverse communities. However, as we have addressed the spcdfic 
issue of retention, we believe (hat (here is a compelling reason at this time to attempt this controvcnial 
strategy. Wc believe that the payoff will be worth the risk. Our current number of Native American students 
per hall is so small as to almost negate the diversity issue as our isolated Native American students often 
further isolate themselves and are uncomfortable being in the extreme minority. Also, the general resident 
population of Graham-i3reenlee will have the unique experience of being able to panidpate and Icarn from 
Native American students. It is also possible that, not only will we improve retention of Native American 
students, but, if feedback from high s^ool students is any indicator, we could welt inacase our recruiting 
success among Native American students. 
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APPENDIX C 
INTRODUCTORY LETTER 

liou^e 
Tucson, An/.ona 8S721 
<602)621-6300 
FAX (602) 621-8533 

May 14. 1993 

Dear Native American Student: 

The Native American Resource Center and the Department oC Residence Life 
are pleased to announce the creation of an exciting new residential experience 
fcir Native American students in Graham-Greenlee, one of the University's 16 
residence halls. The primary' purpose is to provide a welcoming, comfortable, 
and supportive living environment for Native American students. This will 
include structured programming efforts in order to nurture and respect the 
cultural gifts that you bring to this institution. In addition, a variety of 
academic programs will be offered to support your achievements in the 
classroom. Finally, education programs which focus on issues relative to 
Native Americans will be coordinated through the efforts of the numerous 
Native American programs on campus. This will provide the opportunity for 
all students living in Graham-Greenlee to learn more about Native American 
cultures and issues through the programs and informal interaction among 
students. 

We have de.signated one full wing of 30 .spaces in Graham-Greenlee for 
interested Native American students who wish to live together. In addition, 
•45 other spaces throughout Graham-Greenlee have been set aside for other 
interested Native Atnerican students. We feel this is a wonderful opportunity 
for those students who are interested in this living arrangement. If you are 
interested, we ask that you complete and return the forin below. 

Priority among Native American students will be given to freshmen and 
transfer students and will also he based on the date.s thai housing applications 
have been received by the Department t)f Residence Life. Please complete 
the proce.ss ba.sed on your current .status. 

1. If you have already applied to live in a residence hall for the 1993-94 
academic year and are not intere.sted in the above mentioned living 
arrangement, you do not have to proceed any further at this time. 

2. If you have already applied for housing and are interested in this 
supportive.living environment, please fill out the information below and 
return it to Residence Life. 

iHt UNIVERSITY of 

A 
Dtfp.irtm4.ni nl 

U1L I T KJt 

ARIZONA 
TUCSON ARIZONA 
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.V It \i)Li h;ivc iK)i applied lor oii-(.;iinpi.i> lujusing but now wisii ip he 
aiiisiJercd tor housing in Cniluim-Crccnlac. ple.ise fill out the bottom 
portion of this sheet and a residence hall application (included in your 
AdrniNNions packet) and return both of them to Residence Lite. 

In order to take advantage of this opportunity in Graham-Greenlee, we need 
your res|X)nse immediately, but ii(> Inter thnii Tuesday, June 15, 1993.' 

We hope that you are interested in this supportive living environment and that 
we will rcceivc your response. If you have any questions, please feel free to 
call either tlie Native American Re.source Center at (602) 621-3835 or the 
Department of Residence Life at (602) 621-6.'>00. 

Sincerely, 

m 
Vivian Juan / Van Ar.sdel 
Assistant Dean U3ii"ector 
Native American Re.source Center Residence Life 

Name: Soc. Sec. Numher_ 

Tribe(s); Date of Birth 

In 19y.'5-y4. I will bf a . 
• I  t  

In IW.5-V-4, I will he a iiaiislcr student no ves troni 

I j-ievv u|) and attended SCIHIDI on a reservation, no ves 

I crew u|> on a resen'aii>)ti. I>ut did not nttend school on a reservation, no \e> 

I would like w live on ilic Native American wini;. II tlic win^ i.v already lull due lo limited space. I would like 
to live elsewhere in Graham-Greenlee Hall. 

I would like lo li\e in ihc Graham-Greenlee Hall hut not on the Naiive American win^. 

II I do nt)i live on the Native American wing. I would prefer lo live with a roommate who is: 
also Naii\e American and «)!' the same iritic 
also Native American, any tril'e 
not Native American 

Rcuini to: 
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENCE LIFE 

A L Slonaker House 
University of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 85721 
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Native Atnerican Wing 
Graham/Greenlee 

Training Session for Residential Staff 

August 19. 1993 
1:00 - 3:00 pm 

Graham/Greenlee Hall 

1:00 Purpose, Support Services & Student Profile 
Debi Nalwood, Acting Assistant Dean, Native American Student 
Affairs 

Glenn Johnson, Director, American Indian Graduate Center 

1:25 "Theme Housing'L-
Dr. Maria Teresa Velez, Director, Counseling & Psychological 
Services 

1:30 Cultural Awareness Presentation 
Karen Francis-Begay, Interim Program Coordinator, Native American 
Student Affairs 

Student Panel: Brian Curley (Navajo) 
Terry Abrams (Seneca) 
Charles England (Cherokee/Shoshone) 
Rebel Harjo (Osage/Cherokee) 

2:00 Common Ceremonial Practices 
Gerald Dawavendewa (Hopi), Arizona State Museum 

2:15 Open Discussion 
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FALL CALENDAR 

Native American Resource Center 
FALL 1993 

Freshmen Meetings miurs. td> 3 cm) 
September 23 - Graham/Greenlee Hall 

"College Resources & Expenses" 

October 7 - Nugent 203 ' 
"How <0 effectively utilize campus resources" ° 

October 21 - Grabam/Greenlee Hall 
"Culture Shock' 

November 4 - Nugent 203 
"Making The Grade At College" 

Novembeir 18 - Graham Greenlee Hall 
"Coping With Stress & Ai»iety" 

December 2 - Nugent 203 
"Leadership Skills" 

Proud Moments (Tues. @ 4nm. Location TBA't 
September 21 - Johnson Bia, Dean, Center for Training & Development, Pima Community College 
October 26 - Margaret Sprague, Affirmative Action Officer, Pima Community College 
November 30 - E. Todd Francis, Financial Executive, Guthrie Latex 

Snident/Facultv Luncheons (Fri. @ 12 nm. SU) 
September 17 - Tom Holm 
October 22 - Mary Jo Fox/Octaviana Trujillo 
December 3 - Schwartzman/Momaday 

Video Series/Brown Bag fWed. @ 12 Dm. Nugent 203^ 
September 22 
October 6 
October 20 
November 3 
November 17 
December 8 

Peer Mentor Program 
September 9 - 3:00 pm - Peer Advisor & Mentor Training (Nugent 203) 
September 14 - Mentor, Peer Advisor & Student Reception (Graham/Greenelee) 

MENTOR/PEER ADVISOR MEFTINGS rTues.. 3:OODm - NUGENT 203^: 
October 12 
November 23 
December 7 
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THE: UNIVERSITY or 

Assisi.̂ nt rx-.m h»f Siutionf All.nrs ARIZONA \ugciu 203 
Tucstm. Arizi>n.i S;i721 
(602)621-3835 
FAX {602)621-9»8(J 

TUCSON ARJZONA 

September 20, 1993 

1418 E. 4th St., #337 
Tucson, AZ 85719 

Dear 

Greetings from the Native American Resource Center! This letter is to request your participation as a 
resident of the Native American Wing in Graham/Greenlee. We, at the NARC and severd graduate 
students in the American Indian Studies Program, would like to have a get-together with each of you. 
As you may be aware, you are the first residents of the Native American Wing at The University of 
Arizona. 

As a resident, we would like to request your participation to volunteer to a 10-minute intake interview. 
The purpose of the intake interview is to gather information on the Native American Wing residences, 
so we can make changes for next year. However, your participation is strictly voluntary and all 
information gathered will be held confidential. If you t^e the time to do the interview, we will provide 
pizza and drinks as our thank you for your participation. The interview and pizza party will be held on: 

Enclosed is a map for your convenience. If you can't make the meeting, please contact me at 621-3835 
or stop by the NARC, to schedule another time at your convenience. Thank you and I look forward to 
seeing you at the American Indian Graduate Center. 

Debi Nalwood 
Acting Assistant Dean 
Native American Student Affairs 

cc: Gerry Diaz, Resident Assistant 
Julie McCrea, Area Coordinator 
Rachel Meeker, Hall Director 

^Julia Mason, AINS Graduate Student 
Melissa Vito, Dean of Students 
Mary Jo Fox, American Indian Studies 

Wednesday, September 22, 1993 
6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 

American Indian Graduate Center 
1610 E. 7th Street (see map) 

(2nd house on south side of the street) 

Sincerely, 
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APPENDIX G 
SURVEY ONE 

student Id / 

1. How often do you: 

Use a campus academic service 
Attend a campus cultural event 
Use NARC 
Meet with a faculty member 
outside class 
Use a campus library 
Use the Rec Center 
Participate in intramural 
sports 
Attend a meeting(s) of a campus 
club or organization 
Which club(s) 

Are you involved in any other activites that weren't mentioned? 

2. How often do you call home? 
How often do you go home? 
How long do you stay during each visit? 

3. Are you currently working? YES NO 
How many hours per week? 
On/Off campus? 

4. For each of the following questions respond on a scale from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) 

since coming to this university I have developed close personal 
relationships with other students. 12 3 4 5 

The student friendships I have developed at this university have 
been personaly satisfying. 12 3 4 5 

The majority of my friends live on the wing. 
1 2 3 4 5 

It is important to me to graduate from college. 
1 2 3 4 5 

5. Is there any thing in particluar about living in Graham Greenlee 
that you like? 

Is there anything in particluar about it you dislike? 



12. How often do you call home? 
How often do you plan to go home during the semester? 
Never 1 2 3 4 5 or more times 

How long do you plan to stay during each visit? 

13. Are you currently working during the Fall 93 semester? 
How many hours per week? 
On/Off Campus? 

14. What is the higest level of education of your parents ? 
mother father 

15. What portion of payment for your education comes from each of 
the following sources? 

ALL . MOST HALF LESS NOME 

Tribe A B C 0 e 

Pafcott or relative A B c D E 

SelffuvBifi/Mb) A B c 0 E 

Pnancttl aid A B c D E 

A B c D E 

Other A B c D E 

16. What do you like best about the U of A? 

17. What is your biggest concern, so far? 

18. Is there any kind of feedback you would like me to pass on to 
the administration, RA's, Residence Life? 

In case we need to reach your during a semester break may we have 
a permanent address and phone number? 
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APPENDIX H 
FEBRUARY LETTER 

THE UNIVERSITY OF 

Native American Resource Center ARIZONA 21'". 

1 ucv»n. Ari/ona 85721 

L-AX (OL-WSKI) 
TUCSON ARIZONA 

February 7, 1994 

Graham/Greenlee Hall 
1418 E. 4th St., IC359 
Tucson, AZ 85719 

Dear 

Greetings from the Native American Resource Center! This letter is to request your participation as 
a resident of the O'odham Kf Wing in Graham/Greenlee. As you may recall, last September, you 
participated in an intake interview and pizza party. The purpose of the interview was to gather 
information on the residence of the wing. 

Again, we would like to request your participation to volunteer to a 10-15 minute intake interview -
PART II. If you did not take part in the interview last semester, please participate in this process. 

The purpose of this second interview is to help us in developing and planning our long and short term 
goals. However, your participation is strictly voluntary and all information gathered will be held 
confidential. If you take the time to do the interview, we will provide pizza and drinks as our thank 
you for your participation. The interview and pizza party will be held on: 

Enclosed is a map for your convenience. If you have can't make the meeting, please contact me at 
621-3835, or stop by the NARC to schedule another time at your convenience. Thank you and I look 
forward to seeing you at the American Indian Graduate Center. 

Debi Nalwood 
Acting Assistant Dean 
Native American Student /Vffaiis 

cc: Gerry Diaz 
^ Julie Mason 

Julie McCrea 

Thursday, February 10, 1994 
5:2® - 7:00 p.m. 

American Indian Graduate Center 
1610 E. 7th Street (see map) 



APPENDIX I 
SURVEY TWO 

student ID § 

1. Where were you raised 
a. Rural Urban 
b. Reservation Non reservation setting 

Tribal affiliation: 

2. Do you speak a tribal language? YES NO 
Is this language spoken at home more than half the time? 

YES NO 
3. Do you attend/participate in powwows? YES NO 

How often? Every weekend Once a month Once every three months 
Once a year 

4. Do you participate in traditional ceremonies? YES NO 

5. Do you carry with you or have in your room items associated 
with your tradition? 

YES NO 
6. When was the last time you ate traditional food? 

7. Have any of your friends or family members recently 
attended college? YES NO 

8. Have any of your immediate brothers and sisters gone to the U 
of A? YES NO 

9. Do you have friends who were already attending the U of A before 
you came here? 

YES NO 
10. Have you since Fall semester started or do you plan to: 

YES NO PLAN 

Use a ctoipus acadeouc service 

AOead a cazopus ciiJturaJ event 

ABead a neeiinc of a campus 
club or OfViniutiflQ 

Use NARC 

Meet wi(h a faculty member 
ouuide cUti 

Meet wilb aa academic advisor 

Use a campus libraiy 

11. What kind of High School did you go to? 
Public Private BIA Boarding School Other 



Have you had any problems regarding Graham Greenlee? 

Do you think your experience has been different from other 
students living on campus? YES NO 
How? 

If you had the choice to live in a Native American wing again 
next year, would you? YES NO 
Why or why not? 

Have you been attending the programs sponsored by NARC? YES NO 
Do you feel that they have been worthwhile? YES NO 
Do you have any ideas for programs for this spring? 

What do you think about the University of Arizona? 

What has been your biggest frustration so far? 

Is there any kind of feedback you would like roe to pass on to 
the administration, your RA, Residence Life, NARC? 
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APPENDIX J 
MARCH LETTER 

IN! UMVCR.SNV< • 

ARIZONA 
1H! LLMVCR.SNV< 

K. 

TUCSON ARIZONA 
1 IIIN.tfj. Art/»m.i .S? 

I A\ (HI12)F01-4SHO 

March 21,1994 

GranSfR/Cireenlee Hall 
1418 E. 4th St.. #351 
Tucson, AZ 85719 

Dear 

Again, we would like to request your participation to volunteer to a 10-15 minute intake 
interview - PART II. If you did not t^e pari in the interview February 10, please participate 
in this process. 

The purpose of this interview is to help us in developing and planning our long and short 
term goals. However, your participation is strictly voluntary and all information gathered 
will be held confidential. If you take the time to do the interview, we will provide pizza and 
drinks as our thank you for your participation. The interview and pizza party will be held 
on: 

If you have can't make the meeting, please contact me at 621-3835, or stop by the MARC to 
schedule another time at your convenience. Thank you and I look forward to seeing you at 
the pizza party! 

Wednesday, March 23 1994 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. 

Graham/Greenlee Residence Hall 
Lounge 

Sincerel 

Debi Nalwood 
Acting Assistant Dean 
Native American Student Affairs 

cc: Gerry Diaz 
Julie Mason 
Julie McCrea 
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